Simple detection of surface antigens on living cells by applying distinct cell positioning with negative dielectrophoresis.
We report the fabrication of two different cell patterns based on negative dielectrophoresis (n-DEP) and apply it to simple and rapid distinction of cells with specific surface antigens from a cell population. The DEP device for cell manipulation comprised a microfluidic channel with an upper indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode and a lower ITO-interdigitated band array (ITO-IDA) electrode modified with an antibody. Cells immediately accumulated on the surface in the gap area between both bands of the ITO-IDA electrode by n-DEP upon AC voltage between the upper ITO and both lower bands. Switching of the applied band electrode voltage resulted in the removal of accumulated cells to form another pattern because of the formation of a different electric field pattern in the device. Modifying the ITO-IDA surface with the antibody inhibited the removal of the cells with a specific surface antigen for irreversible capture by immunoreactions during the first accumulation. In this study, we targeted the CD33 surface antigen expressed on human promyelocytic leukemia cells (HL-60). The time required for the assay was substantially short: 60 s for forcing and 60 s for separating the unbound cells. Furthermore, the present method does not require pretreatment such as target labeling or washing of unbound cells. Moreover, the use of the swing technique considerably improved cell binding to the antibody-modified surface for cells with a specific surface antigen. The distinct integration of cells with n-DEP in the high conductivity medium provided higher cell binding efficiency compared to that obtained in our previous study (Hatanaka, H.; Yasukawa, T.; Mizutani, F. Anal. Chem., 2011, 83, 7207-7212) without loss of rapidity and simplicity.